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Washington’s friends in Southeast Asia, with only a few exceptions, have had a difficult time
in recent years. Their favourite billionaire-politician Thaksin Shinawatra has been repeatedly
ousted  from  politics  in  Thailand,  Anwar  Ibrahim  now  resides  in  jail  in  Malaysia  and
prospective  friends  in  The  Philippines  and  Indonesia  appear  more  interested  in  doing
business, or at least in smoothing over relations with Beijing, than investing too deeply in
Washington’s various and risky regional projects.

Washington’s Man (Sometimes) in Phnom Penh

Then there is opposition leader Mr. Sam Rainsy of Cambodia. The US State Department’s
VOA (Voice of America) media platform describes him as “self-exiled.” He has been an
opposition  politician  in  Cambodia  for  decades,  and  in  between  inciting  unrest  and
subsequently  fleeing  abroad  to  France  before  being  regularly  pardoned  and  allowed  to
return  home,  he  has  served  as  a  constant  contributing  factor  to  the  nation’s  instability.

Rainsy plays a balancing act between tapping into Cambodian nationalism, thus co-opting
popular government stances such as cultivating greater ties with China, as well as seeking
Western backing to weaken, even topple the government to pave his own way into power.

VOA’s recent article on Rainsy, “Cambodian Opposition Leader Says Europe Considering
Sanctions,” does much in explaining the vector he serves through which pressure is exerted
upon the ruling circles in Phnom Penh by the West.

The article claims:

Self-exiled opposition leader Sam Rainsy is lobbying the European Parliament
(EP) to impose measures on Cambodia in the wake of a concerted government
crackdown on dissent and the murder of a prominent government critic last
week.

For a political leader to seek foreign sanctions against his own nation, especially in light of
the  demonstrable  damage  they  have  incurred  elsewhere  around  the  world,  seems  to
indicate Rainsy’s motivation is less in serving the Cambodian people, and more in serving
himself. For the Cambodian voters he seeks to court in upcoming elections, the fact that he
has attempted to seek favour among the nation’s former colonial rulers in order to place
economic pressure on the nation in a bid to place himself into power, seem to chaff against
his own previous attempts to use nationalism politically.
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In particular regards to “the murder of a prominent government critic,” VOA admits it is only
“believed” to be a government-sponsored killing.

The Guardian in an article titled, “Cambodian PM orders ‘vigorous’ investigation into critic’s
killing,” reported:

Kem Ley, a 46-year-old grassroots campaigner,  was shot three times at a
petrol station in Phnom Penh on Sunday while drinking his morning coffee. His
attacker, arrested by police shortly afterwards, was filmed confessing and said
the high-profile activist had failed to repay a US$3,000 (£2,322) loan.

It also reported that:

 Large crowds gathered at the petrol station on Sunday to accompany his
body, covered by the Cambodian flag, through the streets of Phnom Penh, the
capital.

It is curious that the opposition gathered at the crime scene so quickly, and with equal
haste,  turned  his  death  into  a  public  spectacle,  all  but  preventing  a  proper  forensic
investigation from taking place.

That the opposition consisted of members of the National Rescue Party, headed by Rainsy
himself, suggests at the very least, crude political opportunism at work, and at worst, invites
much more sinister theories surrounding the possible role of the opposition itself in Kem
Ley’s death, side-by-side theories promoted by VOA against Cambodia’s sitting government.

Triggering a Colour Revolution 

Prime Minister Hun Sen has recently made comments regarding what he called “colour
revolutions,” or,  instability orchestrated by Washington across  MENA (Middle East and
North Africa). It may have been a hint toward his own suspicions that similar manoeuvres
are now being aimed at Southeast Asia and Cambodia itself.

These colour revolutions in the MENA region usually reached critical mass after particularly
dramatic developments which included, in Tunisia the self-immolation of a street vendor, or
sniper fire targeting demonstrations as was the case in Egypt, Libya and Syria.

Sam Rainsy, currently lobbying the European Union for support, which includes measures as
drastic as sanctions, along with street demonstrations seeking critical mass, may be further
warning signs of a planned colour revolution in the making, and one Prime Minister Hun Sen
himself seems to allude to as being driven by the US.

Of course, protesters in the streets are only one element of any potential colour revolution.
Armed elements are the other. These elements are usually prepared and deployed covertly,
acting as snipers to escalate street protests into increasingly violent confrontations with
government  security  forces  until  finally,  these  armed  elements  can  pose  as  “armed
resistance”  fighting  against  government  violence  they  themselves  provoked.

For Southeast Asia whose economic rise is rooted in relative regional stability, Cambodia’s
political  crisis transforming into such a “colour revolution” would jeopardise peace and
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prosperity for both itself and its neighbours. It would also greatly complicate the developing
row between Beijing and Washington, which has so far been neutralised by nations like
Cambodia  who  have  refused  to  side  with  Washington  and  drag  Asia  into  a  costly  conflict
with China.  Many suspect this is  one of  the primary driving factors behind the West’s
support  of  opposition  figures  like  Rainsy  and  various  attempts  to  put  protesters  in  the
streets.

However, as has been seen elsewhere around the world, if the opposition can be thoroughly
exposed  in  both  means  and  motivation,  and  violent  elements  quickly  identified  and
neutralised before such a “revolution” begins, the destructive destabilisation Prime Minister
Hun Sen referred to in recent comments, which consumed the Middle East, can be avoided
in Southeast Asia and in Cambodia in particular.

Joseph Thomas is chief editor of Thailand-based geopolitical journal, The New Atlas and
contributor to the online magazine “New Eastern Outlook”.
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